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Cow Culling in Black and White 
Livestock Update __     _       

There has been a lot of discussion this year about cow slaughter figures.  Quite a bit of this 
discussion, from me at least, has expressed frustration at the difficulty of interpreting this year’s 
cow slaughter numbers in light of last year’s notably abnormal market that resulted from the 
Southern Plains drought.  This year, with even more widespread drought, we should have clearly 
seen a big increase in cow culling.  While such culling undoubtedly occurred in many areas, it 
was not as obvious in the data as one might have expected.  Figure 1 shows weekly beef cow 
slaughter through the end of 
September (most recent data 
available as of this writing): 
 
During the height of the 
drought, beef cow slaughter 
never exceeded prior-year 
levels – they really never 
even got close.  It did clearly 
pick up some speed in the 
middle of the year.  Note that 
after running well below the 
2008-10 average pace for 
almost all of the first half of 
the year, cow slaughter 
advanced quickly in the 
middle of the year to surpass 
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Figure 1.  Weekly Federally Inspected Beef Cow Slaughter 
Data Source: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service via LMIC 
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that average pace for at least a couple of weeks.  Since the end of summer, cow slaughter has 
fallen back to slightly below the 3-year average pace (excluding last year, of course) and looks 
likely to move up in a more-or-less seasonal fashion to close out the year.  The point of this, 
though, is that there was never really that big, unambiguous burst of beef cow culling that one 
might normally associate with the drought of the magnitude that we had this year.  This is partly 
due to the abnormality of year-over-year comparisons and also, with respect to the three-year 
average comparisons, due to the fact that we have seen steady declines in beef cow numbers for 
several years so that our base is historically low.   
 
Where there is no ambiguity in the cow culling figures this year is in the dairy sector.  Dairy cow 
slaughter has exceeded prior-year and average levels for pretty much the entire year, with the 
pace of culling actually appearing to accelerate since about mid-year.  Figure 2 shows weekly 
federally inspected dairy slaughter for this year compared with last year and the three-year 
average: 
 
So far, weekly dairy cow slaughter 
has shown no sign of moderating 
seasonally – a fourth-quarter 
tendency evident in the three-year-
average line in the figure above.  It 
is clear that dairy producers are 
feeling the strain of higher costs of 
production.  Right now, USDA 
projects a slight increase in milk 
production in 2013 compared to 
2012, as declines in cow numbers 
are offset by increasing production 
per cow.  The pace of fourth quarter 
culling will have a great deal of 
bearing on whether that forecast 
holds together or not. 
 
The pace of cow slaughter has put 
some pressure on lean beef prices 
this year, but as with the beef cow 
slaughter numbers, the data can 
seem a bit ambiguous.  Figure 3 
shows the weekly cutter cow cutout 
value. 
 
The cutter cow cutout has remained 
at a historically high level all year – 
for the last couple of years actually.  
This is a consequence of tightening 
beef supplies generally and probably 
a continuation of strong demand for 

Figure 2.  Weekly Federally Inspected Dairy Cow Slaughter 
Data Source: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service via LMIC 

 

Figure 3.  Weekly Cutter Cow Cutout Value 
Data Source: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service via LMIC 
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value products in the current economy.  (Of course, 90% lean trim also got an unexpected boost 
earlier this year from the unexpected disappearance of lean finely textured beef from the market.)   
But the cutter cutout has declined steadily since early summer or so, following a similar pattern 
to last year when all those Southern Plains culls were having a similar impact on the market.  
Last year, cow beef prices rebounded sharply in the fall.  Will that happen again this year?  
Continued aggressive dairy cow slaughter, very tight stocks of hay and questionable fall pasture 
in much of the country argue against it from the supply side.  But strong wholesale beef prices 
overall and improving competing meat prices should give some demand-side support.   
  
Pork Prices Show Some Strength 
Last month, I wrote about the weakness in wholesale pork prices.  The week that newsletter was 
released, the pork cutout hit a value of $77/cwt – its lowest level since late-2010. Consistent with 
my record of noting market events after they are over, wholesale pork prices immediately began 
to rally.  Through last week, the pork cutout had added over $10/cwt since the September low.  
This is a pretty counter-seasonal phenomenon for pork prices.  Usually by now the market is well 
into its typical fall decline.   
 
The rally in wholesale pork prices has coincided with a welcome, and equally counter-seasonal,  
rally in market hog prices as well.   Figure 4 shows weekly national average barrow and gilt 
prices.   
 
Two things are striking 
about this year’s hog 
prices: the range over 
which prices have moved 
since mid-year and the 
significant rally at what is 
generally a weak time in 
the market.  On the first 
point, the incentive to pull 
hogs ahead this summer 
was very strong and put 
quite a bit of supply 
pressure on the market.  On 
the second point, high meat 
price overall have meant 
that pork prices were 
starting to look really out 
of line with the competition, particularly beef.  This likely contributed to the pork/hog rally over 
the last month.  In addition, early marketings this summer should mean tighter supplies both now 
and also further down the road.   
 
Cattle on Feed 
Monthly Cattle on Feed report figures are starting to get much more interesting.  Headline 
numbers from last Friday’s report are summarized in Table 1 below.  
 

Figure 4.  Weekly Average Barrow & Gilt Prices: producer sold, carcass basis 
Data Source: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service via LMIC 
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Table 1.  September Cattle on Feed Summary: Actual vs. Pre-Report Figures   

 % of Previous Pre-Report Estimates* 
 1,000 head Year Average Range 

September Placements 2,004 81.2 85.0 81.0 – 89.7 
September Marketings 1,598 88.1 89.8 88.8 – 92.8 
October 1 On-Feed 10,989 97.1 97.8 96.8 – 98.7 
*Source: Dow-Jones Newswires via LMIC   
 
September generally shows a fairly large month-to-month increase in placements as the seasonal 
movement of cattle into feedlots that gets started in August (see last month’s newsletter) really 
gets going.  That did not happen this month.  In fact, September placements actually declined 
slightly from August and are now also well below last year’s level of placements.  This is evident 
in Figure 5. 
 
The decline in placements 
year-over-year was well to 
the low side of market 
expectations, a generally 
bullish development.  On the 
other hand, marketings 
remained very sluggish in 
September, falling short of 
even the most pessimistic 
pre-report estimates.  The 
graphic depiction of monthly 
marketings is every bit as 
striking as the monthly 
placements figure: 
 
The 1.598 million head 
marketed in September was 
the second lowest figure for 
that month going back to the 
beginning of this COF series 
in 1996.  The lowest, 
incidentally, was in 1996.  
Despite the slow-going with 
marketings, the much lower 
than normal placements 
figure was sufficient to pull 
the total on-feed number 
down to about 3 percent 
below last year’s level – 
essentially in line with the 
pre-reports.   

Figure 5.  Monthly Placements of Cattle into Feedlots, 1000+ Capacity Lots 
Data Source: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service via LMIC 

 

Figure 6.  Monthly Marketings of Cattle from Feedlots, 1000+ Capacity Lots 
Data Source: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service via LMIC 
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All of this is basically a mixed bag for the market.  Lower numbers are certainly beginning to 
consistently show up in the data – a statistical inevitability that has been coming for some time.  
Note, however, that total on-feed inventory has been pulled down by low placements.  Slow 
marketings suggest that long-fed cattle make up a disproportionate share of that inventory.  The 
bottom line is that front-end supplies may still be fairly large even though total supplies are 
declining.  
 

Oil and Corn:  The New Energy Environment 
Energy Update: “Putting the Summer of 2012 into Perspective”      

The Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) waiver request brought a lot of attention to the agricultural 
industry over the past month.  With corn prices rising over 60 percent since June, many end users 
of corn have felt the burden of record high corn prices at $8.00 per bushel.  But in this new 
energy environment, the economics of ethanol go beyond the Renewable Fuels Standard as 
ethanol is the cheapest source of octane for blenders to meet the 87 octane needed for resale 
value.  Over the past month, and as a matter of fact over the course of the year, ethanol has been 
trading at a discount to wholesale gasoline.  And this market spread has held true with corn 
prices over $8.00 per bushel and oil prices at a "modest" range between $90 and $95 per barrel.  
Given warranted market conditions during the drought, the reality of the situation has now 
become whether or not the best value for our corn crop is for energy or for livestock feed.  So, in 
this new energy environment at current prices, what is the value of a bushel of corn given oil 
prices at moderately stable levels?  For starters, it’s hard to believe that oil at $90 to $95 per 
barrel is now called “moderately stable.”   

 
Historically, corn has been cheap relative to oil.  In many cases, corn was better served for 
burning than any other use. Many analysts compare the “heating value” between corn and oil to 
make the point that higher oil prices should result in higher corn prices.  For the month of 
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October, oil has been 
trading, on average, 
$94.50 per barrel.  
Therefore, if we just 
look at the price for corn 
on a heating value basis 
(Btu equivalent), the 
price of corn would be 
equivalent to $6.14 per 
bushel.  Again, this does 
not include the effects 
caused from the drought; 
it just takes in to account 
the energy equivalency.  
Moreover, December 
corn futures for the 
month of October are 
trading, on average, just 
over $7.50 per bushel.   
 
Another approach is to 
analyze historical corn 
prices relative to historical crude oil prices (top right figure).  By some effect, this method takes 
in to account weather related shocks as these shocks affect the price of a commodity or a good 
being affected.  Dating back to 1990, the price of corn was 9.5 percent of the price for a barrel of 
oil.  Taking that into account, if oil is trading at $94.50 per barrel for the month of October, the 
price of corn would have to be $8.98 per bushel to equal its 20-year average of corn being 9.5 
percent of a barrel of oil.  Over the past couple years of high commodity prices and high crude 
oil prices, what really does this all mean?  Ultimately, it should not come as a surprise that higher 
oil prices are one reason causing higher corn prices.   
 
Why 2012 Is Not like 2008 or 2011: the Height of this Year’s Drought 
When analyzing commodity markets, the dynamics can be quite complex.  Over the past five 
years [from 2008 to 2012], we have experienced crude oil prices over $145 per barrel, corn 
prices near and over $7 per bushel and natural gas prices over $13 per MMBtu.  And it seems 
over the past five years, we have had continuous discussion over the always black-and-white 
topic of “food versus fuel.”  However, 2012 has brought a different perspective to the debate as 
the drought has led corn prices to soar over $8 per bushel.  If one were to recall just six months 
ago, many of us [including myself] could have given a corn price of $3 to $4 per bushel.  
Planting conditions across the Corn Belt were one of the best in modern history as farmers were 
in the field planting earlier than ever seen before.  This year has shown just how vulnerable 
agriculture is to weather related phenomenon on a countrywide basis.  This year has also shown 
a different economic relationship between agricultural commodities and other commodities that 
affect agriculture in general.     
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U.S. Corn Prices Relative to WTI Crude Oil Prices (January 1990 - Present)

20 yr. average = 9.5% 

Introduction: Ethanol was created because 
corn grew too cheap versus oil.  In effect, 
corn was so cheap that it was better for 

burning than eating.

Result:  If oil were to remain at $94.50 per 
barrel, corn would have to be $8.98 per 

bushel to equal its 1990 - present average 
of corn being 9.5% of a barrel of oil.
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In this exercise, three real-price scenarios will be analyzed: July 3, 2008, August 30, 2011 and 
August 17, 2012.  Now, I want to be VERY clear to note that this is a scenario exercise and does 
not attempt to capture marketing techniques of commodities (i.e., forward contracting, etc.). 
These dates were chosen because corn prices were near record highs during that time and under 
vastly different crude oil price ranges.  Furthermore, August 17, 2012 was chosen due to the 
beginning of the increase of DDG prices and soybean meal prices that livestock producers 
experienced this summer. A couple things stick out with regard to the price of energy from the 
three scenarios below: crude oil is trading at a $49 per barrel discount in the 2012 scenario 
versus the summer of 2008 scenario and natural gas prices are trading at a $10.28 per MMBtu 
discount in the 2012 scenario versus the scenario shown in the summer of 2008.  In addition, 
current DDG prices are approximately $118 to $124 per ton higher than both of those years. 
 

  
A few other interesting things stand out from the 2012 scenario compared to the two historical 
scenarios with corn futures near this level: 
 

1) The price of ethanol is rather variable between the three scenarios.  However, for 
2012, ethanol prices were close to that of 2008 levels and were currently $0.58 per 
gallon cheaper than 2011.  By looking at the 2011 scenario and looking at historical 
ethanol margins, this was probably the time when markets were signaling the 
elimination of the $0.45 per gallon tax credit which drove up the demand for ethanol. 

2) DDGs are $118 to $124 per ton higher in the 2012 scenario versus the scenarios 
shown for 2008 and 2011.  It has become very apparent that we are seeing a much 
higher demand today for DDGs and a lack of soybean meal for producers due to the 
drought rationing demand to end users of commodities.   

 
Looking at the 2012 scenario, the DDG return per ton was ($30.53).  This indicates that given the 
scenario price of corn at approximately $8 per bushel along with soybean meal at $525 per ton, 
current DDG prices would have to be $30.53 cheaper in order for DDGs to be profitable. 
Analyzing the weekly data from October 2006 to current, the DDG return per ton has only been 
above the breakeven price 11 percent of the time.   
 
It’s important that we take a step back for a moment and think like a livestock producer.  In 
particular, let’s think like a swine producer.  The number one goal of a swine producer is to 

December Corn Prices 7.77$        December Corn Prices 7.75$         December Corn Prices 8.07$       
Price of Cash Corn 6.90$        Price of Cash Corn 7.40$         Price of Cash Corn 7.97$       
Price of Ethanol 2.80$        Price of Ethanol 3.09$         Price of Ethanol 2.51$       
Soybean Meal Price 441.50$   Soybean Meal Price 368.40$     Soybean Meal Price 525.70$  
DDG Price 197.50$   DDG Price 190.80$     DDG Price 315.00$  
Breakeven DDG Price 243.69$   Breakeven DDG Price 239.69$     Breakeven DDG Price 284.47$  

DDG Return Per Ton (+/ -)
46.19$     

DDG Return Per Ton (+/ -)
48.89$      

DDG Return Per Ton (+/ -)
(30.53)$  

Natural Gas 13.00$      Natural Gas 3.85$         Natural Gas 2.72$       
Crude Oil Price 145.31$   Crude Oil Price 88.90$       Crude Oil Price 96.01$    

July 3, 2008 August 30, 2011 August 17, 2012
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provide a lean, healthy hog to the market place at a profit.  One of the most important business 
items that swine producers analyze are the feed rations that they give to their hogs.  In many 
cases, corn is the main ingredient that swine producers feed their hogs followed by soybean 
meal.  However, since the emergence of DDGs from ethanol production, swine producers can 
substitute corn and soybean meal with high quality DDGs, often times at a cheaper price.  Most 
swine producers think in terms of 2000 lb. feed rations.  Let’s say that 600 pounds of that 2000 
pound ration comes from DDGs.  Marginally speaking, if DDGs were in a swine producers 
ration, 100 pounds of DDGs could replace about 68 pounds of corn and 32 pounds of soybean 
meal and provide the same nutritional value to the hog [also called the inclusion rate].  So, the 
livestock by-product derived from ethanol provides the swine producer a choice, but more 
importantly a potential choice at a cheaper price.   
 
The question still remains:  Are DDGs still the cheap, affordable livestock feed that is a by-
product from ethanol using the three scenarios above?  Looking at the feed ration, maximum 
inclusion rates for DDGs for swine and using the prices above for each scenario, the purpose of 
the below summary table is to analyze the DDGs opportunity cost per ton of complete feed at 
different inclusion rates.  As defined, the opportunity cost is the cost of any activity measured in 
terms of the value of the next best alternative.  As reference for the table below, the maximum 
DDG inclusion rate in swine diets for nursery pigs is 25 percent, grow-finish 20 percent, 
gestation 50 percent, lactation 20 percent and boars 50 percent. The summary below analyzes the 
savings per ton of complete feed with 10 percent incremental inclusion rate additions of DDGs in 
a swine feed diet. 

 
As you can see from the summary chart above, the economics of including appropriate DDG 
levels in to a swine diet were in favor of the swine producer during the July 2008 scenario and 
August 2011 scenario (even with crude oil prices at $145 per barrel in 2008).  However, the tide 
has turned in 2012 under scenario three.  Just by looking at the numbers above and looking at the 
current numbers in scenario 3 (August 2012), including DDGs in to a ration provides a negative 
per ton margin for every 10 percent [or incremental] addition.  So, this means that the most 
affordable ration for a swine producer is essentially $8 per bushel corn and $525 per ton soybean 
meal.  With this question answered the follow-up question becomes: Is there an economic 
incentive in feeding my swine if I am a swine producer?  The most recent livestock data at the 
time during August suggested liquidation was occurring from within the livestock sector. 
Liquidation was not as easy as one may have thought during that time as there was a glut of sows 
already headed to market.  Overall, I think this shows just how complex the overall relationship 
is to understand.  It does appear that the added value of DDGs is helping offset the high corn 

% of diet 10% 20% 25% 50%
lbs/ton 200 400 500 1000

July-08 7.23$                 14.46$              18.08$        36.16$        

Aug-11 8.80$                 17.59$              21.99$        43.98$        

Aug-12 (0.32)$                (0.64)$               (0.80)$        (1.60)$        

DDGS Opp. cost/ton complete feed at differt incl. rates

46% SBM
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prices incurred by an ethanol plant.  However, with some ethanol plants closed over the summer 
months due to high corn prices, the limited availability of DDGs were one of the reasons of 
increased prices. With ethanol plants starting to come back online, DDG prices have started to 
subside.  As a matter of fact, for week ending October 16, Iowa DDG prices were $269.50 per 
ton, which has been a 12 percent decline since the first of August.   
 
One thing does remain very clear.  The livestock sector, row-crop sector and ethanol sector have 
been hurt by $8 per bushel corn over the past couple months.  And due to the substantial increase 
in corn prices, all eyes were focused on waiving the RFS.  However, when discussions like this 
arise, it is important that we think rationally and discuss the rationale thoroughly.  Studies from 
Iowa State University and Purdue University suggest that waiving the RFS would have unknown 
affects.  Analysis from the Iowa State University suggested that waiving the RFS in the short-
term would only lower the price of corn by less than a quarter a bushel this year.  However, this 
same study suggested that this would also cause an increase in soybean meal prices by $23 per 
ton.   Another study suggested that corn prices next year would be affected somewhere in the 
range of $0.00 and $1.30 per bushel depending on the unknown nature of flexibility for the 
blender to switch production practices away from ethanol at a time when ethanol has been selling 
at a discount over gasoline.  The situation is quite complex and one that makes uncertainty the 
main word in the headline.  Besides, isn’t that the purpose of economics? 


